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ic! berlin – RUN THE CITY Campaign 

 

The eyewear manufactory lives its Berlin identity. 

 
BERLIN ATTITUDE. The luxury eyewear manufacturer ic! berlin carries Berlin not only in its name 

but has the city deeply ingrained in its DNA. Founded in Berlin in 1996 the brand is more than ever 

looking to reflect its story in every frame and embody Berlin’s unique aesthetic. ic! berlin draws its 

inspiration from the contemporary, edgy, and carefree aura of the streets and people of Berlin. A place 

where everyone can belong here and define who they want to be. This freedom to be who you want 

to be, who you can be, to say what you think and to express your true and inner self is reflected in 

each ic! berlin frame: handcrafted eyewear, that is less about showing style, but more about 

expressing your attitude. 

 

INNOVATION. Driven by the city’s heritage of individuality and creativity ic! berlin, has disrupted the 

eyewear market and created a completely new type of eyewear: screwless, of extraordinary lightness 

yet unique robustness ready for any adventure that the metropolis brings. A frame weights on average 

20 grams; and that is the only thing about ic! berlin you could call average; and has a click-in/click-out 

system, which gives each model its great flexibility.   
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RUN THE CITY. ic! berlin launches the latest campaign RUN THE CITY mid-September, dedicating 

this campaign directly to the eccentricity and individualism of their Hometown, Berlin. It’s not 

borders, walls, monuments nor buildings which shape Berlin, but the people who are living in it. People 

whose characters represent the Berlin attitude. Independent personalities blending alleged opposites:  

Unisex but feminine. Effortless but luxurious. Edgy but sensual.  

 

People that coin their own destiny, question the old and write new stories. Just like the two modern 

eyewear lines Silk 2.0 and Acetate Hybrids & Classics, which are launched with the RUN THE CITY 

campaign.  

 

The Silk 2.0 collection presents six new models with a new hook system, an even stronger connection 

and harder metal for even greater stability - without sacrificing lightness or flexibility. For the first time 

in this line, some eyewear styles are made entirely from metal.  

 

 

The Acetate Hybrids & Classics, with very wearable soft panto shapes, surprise with colourful insides. 

One of the highlights is the model Pablo L., a highly fashionable unisex double bridge frame available 

in semi-transparent feminine and masculine colours. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ic! berlin - Glasses Made in Berlin 
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The eyewear manufacturer ic! berlin was founded in 1996 in Berlin and produces innovative eyewear made in Berlin. ic! berlin 

models are extremely light, flexible and are characterized by a screwless joint solution that is unique in the world. Each collection 

line stands for its own unique design language and represents a part of the company's own design identity. Meanwhile, eyewear 

from ic! berlin is sold in more than 60 countries around the world. The company is located in Berlin and currently employs more 

than 180 people.   

ic-berlin.de 

http://www.ic-berlin.de/

